Cut, Shuffle and Stack
Cut, Shuffle and Stack
Cut, Shuffle and Stack
Cut, Shuffle and Stack
Cut, Shuffle and Stack
Cut, Shuffle and Stack

- Lollipop
- Candy
- Donut
- Hotdog
Is it GO or WHOA? Check the chart below.

**GO FOODS**

- Banana
- Lemon
- Cucumber
- Blackberries
- Pear
- Red pepper
- Green peas
- Tomato
- Broccoli
- Carrot
- Watermelon
- Apple

**WHOA FOODS**

- Lollipop
- Pizza slice
- Doughnut
- Candy
- Donut
- Cake slice
- Hot dog
- Burger
- Hot dog
- Espresso coffee
- Donut
- French fries